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AWI Quality Woodworking 

Certified Corian Fabricators 

Standard Contract & Construction Procedure 

Wood Products Northwest Inc. manufacture’s custom, made to order, high quality cabinetry. For 11 years we have 

been selling manufacture direct to the public and build more than 250 custom projects each year. We will use 

experienced professionals to help you choose the right style and designs for your project, using almost unlimited 

choices for style, color and wood. We offer the most state of the art drawings to help you visualize your project and 

let you have an accurate price for your job. We only sell factory direct, which means you are only paying for the 

actual cost of materials and labor to manufacture your project. There is no additional mark-up or dealer cost. 

 

Please review our drawings and prices and let us know if we can receive your business. Note; our first sets of 

drawings are complimentary. We use a very advanced manufacturing CAD program that is very time consuming to 

produce our high quality drawings. We only ask that you use our drawings to make a decision on hiring our 

company. Once you have decided to use us, we will be happy to redraw your project with more detail and make 

any changes needed and if ready, we will confirm actual dimensions and adjust our cabinetry to fit your spaces.  

 

 

 
 
Construction Procedure: 
 
1. Is to draw a set of preliminary drawings based on your blueprints, sketches, or if needed, such as 

in when doing a remodel, get a measurement of your space. For an accurate bid, you will need to 
choose a wood type and a door style. We will then submit a packet to you with a contract price for 
the work drawn. (Note: During peak time this can take up to a minimum of 2 weeks) 

 
2. Is to hire our company. At that time, we will block out time to manufacture your job and put you on 

our calendar. We will redraw or price your project with any needed changes. We require a signed 
contract at this time, with all payment terms agreed upon. If house is framed, we will measure the 
spaces accurately and assume all responsibility for final fit. During this time, all final decision’s can 
be made for your stain colors, countertop colors, handle choices or any accessories you would like 
to add. Depending on the season, it usually takes from 3 to 8 weeks for your cabinets to be built.       
 (If possible, we would like to schedule jobs up to 8 weeks in advance, which gives extra time for us to 

assist you and produce your cabinetry.) 
 
3. Is to deliver and if hired to do so, install your cabinets. Most installs take 6 to 14 days to install the 

cabinets. (Depending on the size and complexity of your project the length of time to install can greatly vary.) 

Laminate Countertops can add an additional 1 to 2 days. If you selected our Corian countertops, 
(most of the time) it is required that we set boxes before fabricating the tops. This can add up to 7-9 
days to the completion of your installation.  

 
4. After and sometimes during Installation, one of the company’s managers will do a walk through 

and perform a checklist. If anything was missed or needs touch up or adjusting, a punch list will be 
given to the installers for completion. Once this has been done, according to the terms in your 
contract, final payment will be due. All of our work for Materials and Labor will be guaranteed for 1 
year. (If we do not install cabinetry then payment will be required from time of delivery. We cannot assume 

responsibility if others install incorrectly, fail to adjust doors or drawer fronts or damage job during installation.) 
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